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- Exhibition quality fine art print
- Printed on archival paper
- Your choice of frame and mat
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War Is Over - 1969 NSAP332

A Merry Christmas message from John Lennon and
Yoko Ono in Times Square, 1969. The music stars paid
to have two signs put up on the South East corner of
Seventh Avenue and 43rd Street on Times Square.

Photo by William Sauro/The New York Times Photo
Archives

Each exhibition-quality print meets the highest
photographic standards and is individually created with
the finest ink and fiber-based archival paper.

Give someone a unique gift that will last a lifetime or
decorate your home and office with distinctive
photography from The New York Times Store online.

Quantity
1

Option Price Select

11 x 14* $199.00

11 x 14 Framed* $379.00

16 x 20* $389.00

16 x 20 Framed* $599.00

20 x 24* $529.00

20 x 24 Framed* $799.00

* Dimensions refer to the size of the photo paper on which the
image is printed.
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Mickey Mouse Atop the Disney Store - 1996  (K to K) 

The Times Square renaissance began in earnest in 1995 when the Walt Disney Company started its
restoration of the New Amsterdam Theater on 42nd Street. In 1935, two years before the New Amsterdam
was turned into a movie theater, Mickey starred in his first color picture, “The Band Concert,” and nobody,
least of all Wall Disney himself, would have believed that Mickey Mouse would become the unofficial Mayor
of Times Square.

Start of the New York-to-Paris Auto Race - 1908  (K to K) 

Six automobiles leaving Times Square on Feb. 12, 1908 for a 20,000-mile race to Paris sponsored by The
New York Times. The route was established in three stages, with cars to be shipped by steamer from San
Francisco to Seattle, then driven through Alaska and across the Bering Strait to Siberia for a home run
towards Paris.

Times Square’s New Year's Eve Ball - 1978  (K to K) 

Technicians eye the new improved New Year's ball. This version, which had halogen lamps for higher
visibility, replaced a six-foot ball that had ordinary light bulbs. The lowering of the ball, which takes one
minute, is down a 77-foot flagpole on top of One Times Square.

The Orpheum Dance Palace in Times Square - 1948  (K to K) 

Businessmen and out-of-town visitors could enjoy female companionship and a bit of dancing for a dime
back in the 30's and 40's at halls like the Orpheum Dance Palace. The women were known as "taxi dancers"
because their fee of 10 cents a dance was similar to the charge on a taxi meter.

Aerial View of Times Square - 1950  (K to K) 

Looking down on the Crossroads of the World at night. The Paramount Building stands majestically on the
left with two clocks in its tower. To the right of the Paramount is the Astor Hotel.

Vietnam Protest in Times Square  (K to K) 

The Armed Forces recruiting booth in Times Square, the most active in the country, was a focal point of
protests against United States policy in Southeast Asia during the 1960’s. This protest, at a time when the
number of Americans fighting in Vietnam increased from 22,000 to about 184,000 became a melee when a
critic of the demonstration chimed in with a difference of opinion.

The Edge of Doom in Times Square - 1950  (K to K) 

The movie marquee for "Edge of Doom" has a striking presence in the crossroads of the world.

New Year's Eve, Times Square - 1954  (K to K) 

The Times Square New Year's Eve Party welcoming in 1955 was the 50th anniversary of the first celebration
at One Times Square.
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